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Check out our assortment to listen  
to great music and make, share and 
store your memories. Stay healthy 
and have fun while exercising!

Nedis® makes your life smarter, simpler, healthier and more fun. With products for every activity and every phase of life!

Your  
sports gear 
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Nedis | Introduction

Get healthy and make your workouts  
more fun with Nedis® Sports & Living
Nedis can make exercising a joyful activity for everyone. We provide music gear such 

as headphones with or without cables, or on-ear and wired. For an ultimate fitness or 

dance experience, you can even use our boomboxes and megaphones. 

Planning on going for a hike or climb? An action camera will help you capture every 

adventurous moment, and our power delivery products make sure you will endure 

even the longest hike. 

On top of that, you can use our kitchen, cooking, and personal care products, for an 

extra healthy life!
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The best workout
If you are not looking to up your fitness levels 
in 2021, then a new pair of sports headphones 
is a great way to give yourself some extra 
motivation. You cannot beat your favourite 
tunes when it comes to finding that extra 
motivation to finish your run, ride or gym 
routine. 
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Did you know that…
A built-in microphone  

makes it possible to  

use these headphones  

also for making  

hands-free calls. 

1

Nedis | Headphones: wired

With cable 

Dance through the entire room to your 
favourite tracks, do your workouts at the 
gym with your personal up-tempo beats or 
concentrate on getting the job done with 
some background music to keep the focus. 

These in-ear headphones provide ultimate flexibility.  

With incredible performance from their 10-14 mm drivers, 

and extra earbud sizes for supreme they are a comfort for 

all ears!

1. HPWD5020BK 
2. HPWD2071BK

2
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Did you know that…
You can prevent your earphones 

from constantly falling out 

during a workout. Different 

rubber tip sizeswill help for  

a comfortable fit and  

reduce ambient noise.
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Earphones with earwings

These lightweight and sweatproof sport headphones have flexible, 

ergonomic earwings to ensure enjoyment of your music, even throughout 

the toughest workout.

A crystal-clear sound so you can enjoy your favourite music to the fullest.  

For hands-free calling use the built-in microphone.

Nedis | Headphones : earwings

1. HPWD8000BK
2. HPBT8000BK
3. HPWD8005BK
4. HPWD8001BK

2

3
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Bone conduction technology
Imagine being able to experience sound 
through the vibrations in the bones of 
your jaw and cheeks. 

Bone conduction and sweat-resistant headphones 

(or bonephones) are widely used by individuals 

performing certain sports such as running and cycling. 

Sound waves bypass both the outer and middle ear, but 

their stimulating effects go directly to your inner ear using your bones 

as a conductive current. The Bluetooth® 5.0 technology enures a stable 

wireless connection. An integrated battery offers 6.5 hours of playtime 

on a single charge!

Did you know that…
As you can imagine, the 

possibilities are endless, and  

it is not just about Google Home 

either. You can just tell  

Siri to perform actions on  

Google Assistant. 

1. HPBT5400GY

1
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Wireless headphones
The freedom you get with no wires running 
between headphones and phone. Wireless earbuds 
won’t restrict your movement one bit. 

That’s handy for commuting and general day-to-day life, and great  

if you’re the sporty type. Other extras can include touch and  

voice controls and carry cases that double as chargers.

They are compatible with Google Assistant and Siri so you  

can ask to play your music, ask for road directions, online 

information, and many other things. This makes these 

headphones match perfectly with your smart life.

1. HPBT3053BK
2. HPBT5054BK 
3. HPBT5056GY
4. HPBT5053BK 
5. HPBT1050BK 
6. HPBT6050BK

Nedis | Headphones: Bone Conduction & In-ear

1

4
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Turn your workout  
into a party

Sports such as running, rowing, and cycling,  
but also strength training, are easier if you 
listen to your favourite music. Music ensures 
that athletes move to the rhythm, so that they 
exercise more efficiently and consistently, 
resulting in better performance or better 
endurance. The Nedis sound systems will help 
you increase coordination, power, stamina,  
and fun during workouts.1. SWSW001BK

Smart Health
Smart design and smart functions  

to help you hit your goals!

24hr measurement of body temperature 

and heartbeat. Connect with  Bluetooth 

and play music from your 

smartphone.

Choose from different sports 

modes and many more features, 

such as notifications (mail, 

WhatsApp and so on),  

daily activity, wheater forecast, 

and sleap measurement!
1
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Nedis | Smart watch, Boomboxes & Megaphone

Did you know that…
You can even take your music  

to the beach, since it features  

IPX5 protection.

Speakers
1. SPBB350BK
2. SPBB320BK

Megaphone
3. MEPH2020WT

Bring the music with you!

Pair this portable sound solution with your smartphone or other 

Bluetooth®-enabled device, or insert a USB flash drive or microSD 

card. Enjoy your favourite tunes in all your favourite places.

Support your heroes! 
As soon as the event kicks off you can stand out in the crowd and 

cheer your heroes towards a stunning victory. Once your team 

scores, hit the button for the built-in celebration sound. 

2

1

3



Did you know that…
This action camera allows  

for convenient control right  

from your smartphone or  

tablet with on-board  

Wi-Fi connectivity.

1
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Nedis | Action Cameras

5. ACAM04BK
6. ACAM07BK

Capture all the action from a unique perspective!
You won’t even notice its presence... until you watch the footage it 
has captured in sharp HD image quality.

Our action cameras are so lightweight and they can be attached to nearly anything thanks to 

the included mounts. Whatever the action, you can immerse yourself in the thrill of the 

moment time and time again.

The action camera can keep rolling as long as you can. Store your recordings on microSD cards 

of up to 32 GB and keep recording every second of your outdoor activities, underwater 

adventures, and extreme sports.

2 4

3

5

6

N-GO series
1. ACAM21BK
2. ACAM41BK 
3. ACAM11BK
4. ACAM61BK



Did you know that…
With a 10,000 mAh power bank  

you can charge your smartphone 

about 2 times and with a  

20,000 mAh capacity, you can 

charge  a tablet 1.5 times.

You’ve got the power

Use this power bank to charge two devices simultaneously at 

home, in the office or when you are travelling. There’s enough 

power within to charge a smartphone twice or a tablet once.

Powerbank
1. UPBK5002BK
2. UPBK10002BK
3. UPBK20002BK

1

3

2
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Nedis | Power Delivery & Storage

Did you know…
A memory card is compatible  

with all sorts of devices  

such as action cams, tablets,  

digital photo frames,  

laptops, and many more.

1. Memory Cards  
MSDC16100BK (16GB)

 MSDC32100BK (32GB)
 MSDC64100BK (64GB)
 MSDC121100BK (128GB)

2. MMSD16100BK (16GB)
 MMSD32100BK (32GB)
 MMSD64100BK (64GB)
 MMSD121800BK  (128GB)

3. USB 2.0 
 Flash Drive
 FDRIU216BU
 FDRIU232BU
 FDRIU264BU

4. USB 3.0 
 Flash Drive
 FDRIU332BK
 FDRIU364BK
 FDRIU3128BK

Save memories
Two of the most popular memory cards out there are  

SD and MicroSD cards. They’re compatible with multiple 

devices across many manufacturers. The storage capacity 

and speed have increased in the last few years.

Share the data
Store important data to a compact USB flash drive and 

bring your files wherever you go.  

The perfect solution for extra storage of all your 

high-quality photos and videos.

1

2

3

4



Enjoy your 
personal 
vitamin boost
Preparing your own shake 
or vegetable bowl at home 
has many advantages. 
Investing in quality 
products pays for itself and 
puts you in control of  
what you consume.
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3

Did you  
know that…

You can add another  

ingredient when it’s already 

blending? The jar has  

a handy refill opening  

on top!

Nedis | Kitchen  & Cooking

Smooth kitchen products 
Our accurate kitchen scales measure herbs, flour, milk, water, and many other ingredients.  

Some are supplied with an easy-to-clean, removable stainless steel bowl. 

Put everything in the stand blender to make the perfect fruit and vegetables shake. 

Use the powerful motor and the stainless steel blades start to cut through the toughest 

vegetable or piece of fruit you can think of! 

Kitchen scales
1. KAHB100CWT
2. KASC111SI
3. KASC113VA 

Stand blenders
3. KABL350CAL 
4. KABL300CWT

2

1

3

4
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Did you know that…
the SmartLife app keeps track of your 

data and displays graphs to clearly 

show changes over time? 

This makes it easy to detect changes  

in your body composition, which can 

guide your lifestyle choices. Also to 

motivate you to keep working on your 

fitness plan as your target weight, BMI 

or body fat comes  

within reach!

2. PESC120DCT

Personal weighing
This tempered-glass scale has a 1.5” LCD display measuring four fitness 

indicators: weight, body fat, muscle and bone mass, while taking into 

account, age, height, and life style. 

Measure in kilograms, stones or pound and store up to 10 different user 

profiles, enabling multiple users to keep track of their weight and hit 

their goals.2

3

Smart health
Health changes are determined by a lot more than weight.  

These smart scales also measure body composition (fat, bone, muscle, 

water, protein) with bioelectrical impedance and BMI. The scales 

recognise unique user’s data and store them in the right account.

The app supports 8 accounts in total, making these scales perfect for 

your entire family. They provide a perfect solution to monitor the 

health of loved ones who just aren’t very handy with apps: users only 

need to step on the scales and you can check their data afterwards 

when and where you like, no need to log in.

* Not to be used by pacemaker users

3. WIFIHS10WT
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Nedis | Personal care

Cooling Down
When you need a quick cool-down, a fan or air conditioning can be a 

lot more effective, since (home) gyms can get hot. Also, silence can be a 

priority if you dont’t want to interrupt your focus during a workout.

No matter what you’re looking for, you’ll find it in our range.

There are different sizes and styles to suit your space!

1. FNST20ECR40 
2. FNTR10CWT40
3. AIPU100CWT
4. ACMB1WT9

1

2

3

4



With new products, trends,  
smart solutions and must-haves  
for indoors and outdoors!

Nedis® makes your life 
smarter, simpler, healthier 
and more fun. 

All you need is...

a great 
assortment!

Nedis.com


